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What Is a Writia Center?

Awritirtg rt4nIer i it collect iall Of at attd urutrriuis ill a class.

axial for the Ingrown( stimulating, guiding, and encomaging chil-
dren to write, Materials are usually displayed or arranged in an artistic

1110111ler oil a selected theme Chi twill's, Ali but, baseball, winter).

Themes may vary according to children's interests, curriculum topics,

and special days or events. A writing center may 11111in. bulletin boards,

banners, buirtinei, tlivitier, unioatil paper, posters, and so on
to stimulate new idea's and help cii MINI kali. Tile writing velum
materials should In arranged In net bona Ply so that eat It item is readily

artessible and easily telurned to its original location,
Besides providing an aurae t ive setting for the display and storage

ctf thing materials. a writing center should also 'nimble wining sta.

11011i where children have a special and in ivate place to wine.. Materi-

als such as special stationety for writing friendly letters and official
school stationery for writing business letters lend an air of distinction

to the center. The writing renter 511011111 not 1w viewed, however, its the

only place for children to write. A writing center's main function is to

provide stimulation for writing,
CililtirtO tin not Write naturally, They Heed real, exciting, and

mportant rearons for encoding their thoughts, Without a legitimate

'impose, writing seems unimportant and 11011111m for Malty citiltirell,

Children fleet' to he cncont aged lo write creinively but they shotild also

ire taught eXDOSilory writing. Activities ale needed to inspire many

types of expository writing, including those related to subject areai,

These writing activities, however, should be planned to complement

the regular curriculum, thus avoiding "tack.on" assignments that are

unrelated to it istructiona I objectives,



Rationale lot' tt Writ tg Center

Writing Starts with fkleant tg
11'heit (lithium lilt' giten the typootinity Ili mite 'ilium theft

thoughts and expellent es, even beginning wt hots do vet y well, 11'Iirti
hilehmt wish Intotlltltlllllrane doll thoughts, they soon rrallie the teal

putpost. lot writing, No one knows ;vital happens n. ithin ( hildten's
minds when they wi he, We do know, !mune% that rhilthrit ( alli wine
when given a legitimate. put pose lot wilting and %%lien !molded with
assistam e as neetW.

Children Can Apply Their Oral Language C:otripetel cies
Most children enter school Is ompetent users of [huh native load

They 'WV(' kill 1 11.11 the Ili galiliatioli of latiguitge (giattunar)
anti hurt nalited the way words ate funned and 111111 tint) in seinen( es
without the benefit of Imolai instikt( tills. 'Hwy seem to have. a built ite
apacity for teaming to putt oss language.

Even vet y young st ho)lchilthen know how wools our tom hilted
into sentences. 11.1tat they need to learn are the WI itten conventions of
language in ortlet to encode their thoughts galiphically: hill is, spell-
ing, punt (nation, eopitalizalion, and so forth. Leal Mug the tnechan-
ical aspects of willing appr;os Co he a relatively simple task when com-
pared with learning the grammar and phonology of language, When
children begin to mile, they can I apitalize on then al wady highly
developed language abilities.

Writing Eliminates the Abstraction of
Traditional Language instruction

Children are great users of language. but encounter difficulty so
asked to analyze it. Once language is Inoken into bits and pieces as so
often happens in Many language texts, children frequently become

thised because of the level of abstraction. Whenever thildlen are
required to label words, underline subjects and in etlicates, and explain
the rules of punctuation and capitalization, they ore being asked 10
analyze language, whit 11 is a highly absoat t nog (lime. Sin h esti( ises
do little to help children learn to write. They t an, however, teach chit-
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Men to dislike linnotage instruction tittl coin/Int e tht tit that they me

inadequate ONO% Of Ihelr (IWO ilittgottge, Tot learn to encode sine's

thoughts In wt king teem II es it great deal of pract ice, Ytinittlittlntl, and

encouragemenu. 'the mechanics of writing wit I usually he learned and

!emitted whets, linked to significant sything ivities and taught an

tweeted,

Children Improve Their Thinking Through Writing
Children not only improve their writing skills by wilting but also

their understanding of the world about thorn, The best way to learn or

test one's understanding of a concept is to cvrltcor bilk about IL Beta use

wtiting is by definition the encoding of thoughts, it helps clarify, ex-

tend. and improve the quality of thought.

Writing winos stimulate langnage and I (mem learning, mid t hey

can also serve to encourage children to express their Innermost fedi ngs

and thoughts. Every child has much to share. Children's ideas must Ire

respected and listened to if thinking and %vile ing abilities ate to be ert-

leinit'll, After 11101181m have heeu geotlated, children must he given

appropriate guidance for plating their ideas In toiling.

Children can he introduced to writitlg by dictating their thoughts

to their teacher, While t hey dictate, the macho %%Titus, While writing,

the teacher pronounces words making tenant the child watches Me

words being written, Soon children will w;int to write themselves, with

the teacher helping as needed. Eventually, Ihikilelf bC(11111C i lidePend

cat writers, being guided only as their sperifir writing problems are

diagnosed.
Children's shr trid be slimed, brit it need not al ways lw th

the teacher. tVti I( g can also he wad by peers, parents, bon hers, :litchi s.

ters. It is easy to convince a child to share his %%TM ng when the writing

is related to n purpose impot taut to the child, "Frachers should, how.

ever, read a sample of each student's writ ing weekly. Front this stint.

ceaehos can identify cite or Iwo of the most glaring writing

problems for each student, Childwn can t hen 1w grouped for Mutter.

don according to their particular weaknesses.

If children ale to write freely and openly, they must he in a class.

room where trust exists between teacher and students. When students

7



me intimidated they tulle leis..inti the %tilting that tines entente Is often
mut less ant 'miles'. If we begin with ittsitk, %on litdtlie

exitetlem es, diddle! will liti It elm to ts1 he. (A11(11141 is i11 minimini.
:1r when they hove something In shine.

I,et Its now sc.(' hot.' n tenting renter tan itIvs
t tisst.t1 ame.



Selected Activities, MMtuteri,tIM, tttt;tl

Equipment for Writing C 1r

cl)plet tlesullm's spy( finally what a wining wino is and how

In plan anti develop One, A Init.(' iipmmetitat y uc ompanies eat It at thy.

ity clot niption nt t !miry Its use In a wt intim a rite!,

Activities To Stimulate Creative Writing
activities Itt tirls section air baud i eve' yilay ex=

perietu es and language pallet
ns,"l'hey en( outage ( hi Ithen tom ( te-

atively as well.. to think of ((minion objec Is, situations, and t'vents fit

creative ways. Children's creative willing noi only prodoeesdelightful

products and pleasant experiences, it also provides ( Whiten oppollti.

nines to think thoughts that they have never thought berate,

The bulletin board liras anti poster aUliVilies (list-wised below lire

basic components of a writing (enter. They can provide artistic, op

catching themes to stimulate many types of writing, The liox Items,

Things, Common Objects, and Empty Hooks also deso i bed in this sec.

(ion provide additional ideas for motivating writing,

Bulletin Boards can be used topresent Mentes that Inquire children

tit write as all integral part of the display, or they can be used simply as

the focal point for a theme. Illusuative bulletin board ideas listed

below provide a variety of writing ()ppm tunnies for children,

(in Its theme: A clown figure 10)1(15 balloons, caul) of which has a

circus picture on it.



R"1

Chtirttnits tslighl below Cliristtitm" is Illur
itated (kph I the Ili lilde ;I Willy. (3111th HI ate krd In WI in. a
I ilIntliallve orta jointly authored by Inembets of the t lass.

SVinter theme: C:Itildrett mite wharf modes ,tttd poems that ire
exhibited on designated objects in a %vitae! snow 4( eite,

Baseball theme: The poem 'Casey at Ow Bat" is illustrated, (3111-
Brett ate invited to write poems to go %vitt' othet baseball pit Imes on
the bulletin !maul.

Posters rim hr made flout 18" x 21" pie( es ol colened coil-
paper, cloth, and other materiah, Pctsluts sate titiit-II the

same function as bulletin hottls lot motivating children's iting.
Stimulate thilthen's lileits for wilting by mint; the following poster
1E1(11%.

Gypsy fortuneteller, A palin.reatling gypsy is libations! with hi
lung ideas plated on hand-shapet1 rutnnts nit lily

iiiistiftillire time capsules: %Vriti rig ideas are placed in Leggs panty-
hose containers that are glued to the poster.

I I



4 posi Writing idea,

will 'noise; %Vt

till he house.

c tlltltlftl 4arfoil+

al it itlerli they titid itt the
-think inmk: -nth tvl iltell tilt t

Tleti§late Chest: tills hot Orfila In4 Mal y starlets

teMiti11.

NiyAlery box:This box tont I Inning liatagrailliti lit finial('

the waiting of tuystet

tstailbtc ettabits Whiten to (ali nie% lo 11 '
ftlnll is delittird by it riass101st file%grtliter eac It day,

1'1/ him( tile ea%liv Made t tatstl II( 11101%111AI t all litllale Writ UN Itr

and delighttul ways.
ltlrtt ee; A brattilt Is 110.11 as ire w(Iii 110' %lit! 1cl

paper leaves,

jabber jar: Small ojc 11 as a binned watch. battle( ap, itsh

hook, or piety of cloth ttrr plat ell fu a jai. TO %tiltilliae
(IlleAlt()113 UV the Jilt ink, %Vital PI ti? %Viterr did it

tome float? Who used it?

plated

on I its that a ttlint

Witte

Pick-alsorket: A buttoned shit, is h on a t Intl hanger with

trousers pinned to the ill hi, Writing ideastueplarrtl inthe %hitt and

trouser pocket,.

(Welsh it bluebird: A rardbatd birdhouse is minim led with story

glartn svrilien nn blilebirkll tltal on flocking around the house,

n lobjeett, such as a war ti blur In chewed brute, or rusty

r splayed with tpiestions; Whyte has it been? What happened?

Who was involved? Why did it happen? Other objet it far use in this

way cots hi be all old shoe, a wdlotol,rd pencil, a tat(bet151ndli, a ban

erred suitcase.



%10
it

Icripq !IUIIki 01,411,1 k tit( I kite t an ht o lilt, tvtitost tun

strut hull tipet, and Willthipet, `1110 t.ut hC§hill Wit like
talk spirits etitifinrietrie ittliolOohltes, unthtelias. ittlif ill oft, 1 illy,

large, tali and thin, and short :Intl wide books might alstiNriggesr tliffet
Chi tOphS 10 etilIC 'NAIL VVith the Vitrioti shal,rtl 'Hulk utters ittu
vided. imps for the hook Jilin be made In ton ing int moil the ttwer, hi
most cases, stories will not be placed in the hunk moll the st s, has Inert

pellectetL Other ideas lot book sitines int hide k, rabbit,
kangaroo, tiger): inanimate 00 Is (mat, pont r t at. hell; tops: strops

ig glove, fishing hat. basketball, t att 's mask): food
(t'tirrtrl, hamburger, cabbage, pima

Anthetics anti Writing
The. !timid mound 113 111 Vitle3 311111 IrrlIble its111111 for urea

writing. The sounds, !lights, nod %meni of iminre and othei sensory
experiences eau provide e%riiing Willis of siiimilat him hat [gins within
children, Through insightful (iliestions, tem hos tall slit it htlit stn.
dent &erasion and eventual writing. The following no ivitioi wine.

13
1.



sent only a few of the many ideas related to "the woorld anon us."

Open the window: Have the children stand by an open window and

listen carefully to the sounds they hear_ Inaroduccechildren to de-

scriptive writing by listing descriptive wexcls and phrases that

children contribute_

Take a walk: A walk through the neighirrhood. cemetery, or

woods provides an excellent way of helping children heroine more

ensitive to their physical environment, Prepare children to be per-

ceptive observers before the trip. Help children generale descrip-

tive language before they begin their writ_ing albout their experi-

ences on the trip.

Bring it to class Encourage children to bring flowers, animals.

leaves. and insects to share with the clas&. Wriiing follows after

much talking. feeling, looking, and smelling.

tkrad_io visnal materials: films, filmstrips, atudiotapes, Tccr3tds, and

overhead transparencies expose children to things irs the outside

world_ These new ideas stimulate writing. Such audiovisual mate-
rials are a vailable from the school's media center .or rnarybe brought

from home by the children_ Eefore writing, (hilt:ben can interact in

srnall groups to share thoughts and itnpressiorns.

Children's literature can be used to irsstri m children to do many

kinds of creative writing. Mere are some suggestions.
Write the last chapter: Ask children to read a book top to the last

chapter and then write their on versionu of the final chapter.

Write a tall tale, fairy tale, or fable: These li.terary forms are facia liar

to children and provide yet another appealing -way of motivating

children to write. Read many such stories tochilelren and then have

them read selections of the sarne type. Follow these reading experi-

ences with discussions before asking ail...then on write their own

fairy tale or fable.

Write a picture book. After reading a book to the clas , divide stu-

dents into groups to draw a sequence of pictures- following the plot L-



of the story. Then individual children may lictate or write about
the 'macular picture each thew. Upon completion, each group
will have its own collective version of the story.

Write a new old story: Read a fairy talc to your class or have chi!.
then read their favorites individually. Af ter reading, help children
develop a story using the theme of the original tale but with differ-
ent characters and situations ins their story.

40-related activiltr.; can help children develop an appreciation of
the artist's medium of communication as %sell as provide a stimulus for
writing, Abstract painting and sculpture are especially good for getter.

ating creative stories.
Abstract art: Show the children an abstract painting or a piece of
sculpture. After small group dist t.t.stons, ask t Erbium to 1st tit- a
story based on the ideas stiniulated by the art piece.

Famous prints: After displaying and discussing a famous painting,
have children write stories based on the happenings in the picture,

About colors: Read Mary O'Neill's hailstones and Halibut Bones
to the class, Then guide each student to identify his or her favorite
color and describe how that color makes him or her feel.

Write and illustrate a haiku: Expose your students to oriental an
!wed on the natural beauty of the world. Read many haiku sclec-
tions to your students, Then have them write a haiku and illustrate
it

sYrtttn

What did you hear? Ploy a recnrtling of pr n music, such as
"Pictures at an Exhibition" ussorgsky. Follow up by asking
children to write a story based on the feelings generated by the
music.

--related act; also an effective mode for stimulating

Rock songs: Have children bring records of popular rock songs.
Play a song and have the children listen to the words and describe
how the character in the song felt or how the song makes them feel.

IS



. Music without words: Play a musical selection that has no words.

Have children write poetry that indicates the way the music made

them feel. Conclude the activity by having students read their origi-

nal poems to the accompaniment of the music.

Musical instrument stories: Use recordings or have children in your

class or school demonstrate the characteristics and sounds produced

by various instruments of the orchestra or band. Fallow up with a

-discussion dealing with the "personality" of each instrument.
Conclude by having each child write a story with selected instru-

ments as the characters.

_ Make.Believe and Fun
Children have great imaginations and love to make believe. Teach-

ers can evil:dim on theseabilnies in children Following are examples

_ of activities that tould be included in a writing center to encourage

children to use their imaginations.



/ were . . . : These topics stimulate children to envision them-
selves in various social roles. This writing activity is also agood way to

learn children's attitudes and value systems. The list of roles for this
activity is unending. Students might write about "If I were (theprinci-
pal of my school; the teacher; the President of the United States; or my
dad .)."

hat if . ? This activity etjahles diileh-cu in experience vai 61i1S

situations vicariously through the use of their imaginations. This list

of situations is also unending: "What if (the world were flat; people

had no hair; there were no birds in the world; you had everything you
wan led)?

Let's pretend: This is another series of open - ended topics that intro
duces children to personification; that is, animals and inanimate rib-

jects take on human characteristics. Examples ate: I am it plow horse
who lives in Kentucky; I am an eraser on a pencil; f am a !Itemise who
lives in the principal's office; I am a tiger without any stripes,

(Hopp ess) is . . : This activity helps children think about the
meaning of abstract terms that they use frequently but that are diffi-

cult to define. Such an exercise might help children clarify and articu-

late their feelings about others and themselves. Topics could include:

Love is . . ; Anger is . ; Loneliness is ; Joy is

Just for fun. Most children enjoy having fun and being silly. The
activities listed below capitalize on this interest and motivate children

to write. Such activities help children overcome the notion that writing

must be unpleasant,

Write a riddle about our science unit,

Write a joke about the women's liberation nnovernent,

Create your favorite cartoon character from a plastic bleach bottle
and other selected materials, Then write a story about him or het%

Write a nonsense story about when your dog joined th



Action acluiiiies. These activities give children the opportunity to
interact with their classmates, The fun inherent in these activities helps
children overcome their inhibitions to write.

Write it, don't say it: For 10 minutes each day the only way anyone
is allowed to communicate with classmates is by writing. Students
can communicate as much as they wish but they cannot talk.

Food to eat: A lunch is brought to school for each member of the
class. After eating, the class discusses and writes about the food
using descriptive words and phrases describing how the food
smelled, tasted, looked, and felt.

Fish for an idea: Writing ideas are written on paper fish. Each fish
has a paper clip for a mouth and is caught when the child "goes
fishing" with a magnet on the end of fishing pole string. This is a
fun activity for younger children.

Fill in the balloons: Cut the dialogue balloons out of a comic strip.
Mount the comic strip on white paper. The child's task is to wri tea
new dialogue. These comic strips can be used over and over ii clear
acetate is placed over the picture and children write on it with a
grease pencil.

Children enjoy taking part in group writing activities. For th
students who previously have not written much, this is an effertNT way
of helping them begin. Group writing activities provide rewarding
social experiences and are less demanding than individual writing ac
nvities. Thoughts are generated by the group and the spelling and
mechanical problems are shared. Such activities can make a signi (lean t
contribution to a writing center. Besides stimulating thinking. writ-
ing, and socialization, team writing projects produce an esprit de corps
within the class. This feeling in turn stitnulates more enthusiasm for
writing and helps overcome negative feelings many students associate



Cumulative stories Starting with an initial pat igraph, children
make their contributions to the stoil, as it is passed front one in another,
Schedule this activity as independent wink After the story is orn-
pleted, children enjoy listening fur the pat t they w tote when the slot}
is read orally by the teacher Throughout the school Neal. completed
comulatne stories can be placed in an anthology hooklt I I his could
be ieprodi iced so that each child has a copy. hOl 1114 aree some story:,

starters.



I have a cute. s gy-haired dog named Illondie. Blondie is a "he"

dog who somehoW was given
the name Blondie. One day as I was feeding_

him, he looked at Me, with ears standing up and said "I don't really likr
this dog food_ I would rather have a big steak!" I stood in shocked amaze-

merit. My Blonthe actually talked.

The light got brighter and brighter as the ship settled toward the

earth.. Then there was a slight flutter and it came to rest. I held my breath,

wondering what would happen next. Suddenly a hole in the bottom of

the ship opened up, and a ladder came down slowly. The figures that

came out wereround,spindly legged, and bright green in colorjust like

Mars creatures are supposed to look. What should I do? Should I speak?

Should I run? I decided to stay in my hiding place a moment more,

heard them talking a kind of jibberish,- so I decided to call them Jabber.

wallues: Hut waitwhat were they', doing?

It was a beautiful autumn day. The trees were ablate with colorand

the sun shone all day. The class was quietly working as the teacher

glanced at the clock. Ns she handed Cathy a Kleenex for her ever-dripping

nose and motioned to absent-minded Tom to pull up his pants zipper,

the loudspeaker crackled and a voice said "Tomorrow will be a free day:

there will be no school! " Thechildren began to jump and scream with

joy. One fellow was dancing on his desk, and a girl was happily singing

a tune. The teacher stood in shocked amazement. Why would school be

closed in the middle of the fall? She had to find out what was wrong!

Waves rolled endlessly toward the shore, crashing furiously, against

the gray rocks, sending countless sprays
of foam skyward. I shivered on a

cold, slimy rock. The sun was slowly setting behind the thundering ,

ocean. I have been shipwrecked on this island for a week. I wonder how

this all happened tome. When ! set sail in my new boat the day was balmy'

with only a gentle breeze. Then I remembered the noise I heardit

sounded as if something were breaking apart.

Class newspaper. Involving children in the publication of a class

newspaper is a team project that provides many opportunities for writ-
,

ing. Most children cart become involved in some aspect of the publica-

tion. Dunes can be assigned on the basis of interest and ability. After

the newspaper is typed and duplicated, mast children are delighted to

receive their personal copies and see their writing in print. Class news.

apers are usually organized around topics such as school and room

20



news, children stories and poems, sports, jokes and cartoons, edi-
torial opinion.

Class anthology of poetry. Another good group writing project is a
class poetry antholoy Throughout the school year. children's poems
can be collected into a loose-leaf aothology. Poems are categorized by
topics, and a common format is used regarding type of paper, ink color,
number of illustrations, and type style. The original hook becomes a
part of the classroom library. Copies can be reproduced for each child
and the school library. Such a project helps childrendevelop a sense of
pride in their writing. A similar project can be organized to assemble

collection of students' stories.

Djcussion and writing teams. Introduce children to fictitious situ=
ations through the use of topic sentences and questions that suggest
additional details. Given these questions and topic sentences, three to
five children collectively discuss and write a story. The grottp dynamics
inherent in this activity produce highly creative writing. An alternative
procedure is to start with a group discussion to generate ideas, and then
have each individual write his own story. Hereare four sample situa-
tions:

I. Slumping in the lifeboat, the survivors watched
from sight.

Where are all the places this story could take place?
Who are the different people that could be in this story?
What are all the possible weather conditions for this story?
When might this story take place?

2 Mary, looking out the window of the plane. noticed on
wings was on fire.

Where is Mary going?
Who is with her?
Why is she an this trip?
What are the weather conditions?
When is this story taktng place?

01



3. While exploring theattic of an old house, Bill, smelling smoke,

rushed to the door and found it locked.

Why was Bill in the attic?

Who are some other people that might be in the story?

When might this story be taking place?

What weather conditions might be outside the old house?

4. With a thunderous crash, a large gray boulder sealed the en.

trance to the cave.
Are any people in the cave? Who might they be?

Where might this story take place?

How does the cave look? Is it big, little, damp, scary?

When is the story taking place?

Spin-a-story. This activity is played by a team of five children. Each

takes a turn spinning a pointer on a clock-like dial that is numbered

from one to 10. Using the coded lists below, the first child spins to

determine the male character of the story, the second child spins to

identify the female character, and so forth. This process is followed by

team discussion and then writing. Spina -story can also be used by,_

individual students.
Characters (Male)

Characters (Female)

I My dad 1. My mother

2 My uncle 2. The librarian

3. My grandfather
3. A telephone oper

4. Our minister
4. My grandmother

5. My teacher
5. A neighbor

6. A department stare clerk 6. 'The doctor

7. A policeman
7. A bus driver

S. The dentist
8. An airplane pilot

9 The barber
9. The doctor's secre

10. A taxi driver
10. My aunt

Animals in the story
I. My little dog

Time of the story
I Early in the morning



2. My big dog
3. ytuttons, our cat
4. rico, our pet parakeet
5. My goldfish
6. A. monkey in the pet store
7. A lion in the zoo
8_ A squirrel in our yard
9 My pet gerbil

10 Three ducks

Situation
I. A lost pet
2 A broken window
3. A missing bracelet
4. A horning house
5 Forgotten homework
6. A surprise
7. When I ran the fastest
8 A cat in the tree
9 A driverless car

10 Alone and frightened

2. On a frosty winter night
3. The middle of the night
4. Just as the sun was rising
5. As the clock struck 3:00
6. On a hot summer day
7. On a gray November day
8. In the middle of a rainstorm
9. Early in autumn

10. On a bright spring morning

rcials. Most children have been exposed to hundreds of
hours of television and radio commercials. They have rich back-
grounds on which to draw when asked to write their own commercials.
Commercials are most effective when used in the context of "breaks"
during a student-produced TV, radio, or puppet show. `Felesision
shows can be staged with a cardboard set constructed by children or by
using a videotape camera, if available. Radio shows can he effectively
produced by using the public address system in the principal's office
and "broadcasting" to selected elassroorns. Tin can microphones in the
classroom also make broadcasting exciting for children.

Scroll shows. Ask children to produce television shows by using a
cardboard box with the bottom partially cut out Pictures illustrated
on a shelf paper scroll can then be viewed Araugh the opening. A
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group of children can share the responsibilities for writing the script

and producing the scroll illustrations. Such presentations can he

based on children's interests, social studies units, current events, or a

popular television series.

Puppet plays. Writing scripts, constructing props, and presenting

puppet plays based on children's real interests are exciting and effec.

rive ways for children to write and work cooperatively. Instructions

for constructing various types of puppets are described in numerous
publications, many of which are available at public libraries.
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Activities To Stimulate Expository Wi log

Expository writing is often neglected in the elementary school due tc
an overemphasis on creative writing. Creative writing generally refers
to Imaginative stories while expository writing is thought to be more
factual and informative. Such distinctions, however, do not always
accurately describe writing styles. Is it possible to write a creative story
without presenting information inherent to the story? Or is it possible
to produce an expository piece without original and creative thinking?
It would appear' that all writing by its very nature is both creative and
informative. Nevertheless, there is some justification for dealing with
creative and expository writing as separate categories.

The following expository writing activities fall under two main
headings, "People Are Important" and "Write To Learn." "People
Are Important" activities capitalize on children's high interest and
knowledge about important persons in their lives. "Write To Learn"
activities relate writing to learning in the content areas. Hopefully,
these ideas will'encourage children to write effectively for various pur-
pOses and in various writing styles.

"People Are Important" Activi
Having children write about themselves and others provides an

array of topics for expository writing. Children's relationships with
family and peers are probably the most significant factors in children's

s, and writing about those relationships provides many opporturn-
, ties for them to communicate their thoughts.



,

About yourself. What topics interest children more than those re-

lated to themselves and their family? Children know more about their

everyday eXpieriences than any other subject. Capitalizing on this self-

interest can lead to such writing activities as described below.

Writing diaries: Giving children time to write in a diary each day is

an excellent way of encouraging children to write. The entries can

be short and private. Writing diaries is an effective way to demon-

strate to children that writing is merely the encoding of one's

Noughts. Procedures for the construction and use of diaries can be

worked out cooperatively with children.

Writing about nsy family: Starting with drawing_s or photographs

of children's families is a fun way to motivate children to write.

Such writing will probably be longer, more complex grarnmati7

cally, and more interesting, yet children are likely to find it easier

than other kinds of writing Such an activity can vary in soph istica-

ion from one page containing a picture with one dictated sentence,

to a lengthy and comprehensive family biography.

Autobiographies: Self-interest can also lead to the writing of auto-



biographies. When writing autobiographies, as well as other expos-
ry types of writing, children need to be made aware of the unique

stylistic demands of particular types of writing.

My pets: Even timid children respond enthusiastically when asked
to write about their dogs, cats, or pet rabbits. The writing task be-
comes much easier for children when they are communicating
about topics of personal interest-

About others. Children's interest in other people's behavior, atti-
tudes, and perceptions can lead to writing based on their relationships
with friends, classmatesr adults, or famous personalities_

Famous personalities: Ask children to bring a picture of their faro
tie TV, sports. movie, 6r music personality to place on a bulletin
board. Each child selects a picture. The task is to research and write
a description of the subject's life. However, the person's name and
the activities that brought him or her fame are not included in the
report. Background information can be obtained from TV, sports,
and movie magazines; record jackets; or by writing publicity de
partrnents for information. When the reports are completed, each
author reads his or her composition aloud while the class views the
pictures. After hearing the report, the children in the class try to
guess the personality described.

Student of the day: Each morning a student's naine is drawn ran-
domly Irons a box. Pulatoid pit tine is taken (>I. ihr Per soil
whose name was drawn. The picture is placed on a "Student of the
Day" bulletin board. The object of the activity is for all class mem-
bers to write a note saying something nice about each Student of the
Day. All notes are placed on the bulletin board. The process con-
tinues until all names have been drawn.

Facial expressions: Facial expressions can often tell a story. Have
children choose a picture with an extraordinary facial expression
and write a story based on their perceptions of that visage Besides
providing a good reason for writing, this activity also provides an
opportunity for children to become rnore aware of nonverbal com-
munication.



My fttvotlit friend: !lave your students write a hiogtapit t al stm

about their favorite friend, The story might deal with the friend's

personal interests, mannerisms, abilities, rind social relationships.

One beneficial side effect of this kind of writing assignment is that it

can Increase children's friendships and appreciation of one an.

other.

Leine turttirig. Children (and sometimes tear hers, tend to

separate the world in the schoolroom from the "real world." Perhaps

this distinction stems from the artificiality of the activities often 05%Oti.

need with school. Letter writing can help to bridge that gap by provid

ing a real purpose for writing. Below are suggested materials and

guides to be included in a writing center to motivate children to write

business and friendly letters.
A variety of special stationery for boys and girlsshould be available

to inspire children to write personal letters. Official school sta

tioncry could also be used for business letters when appropriate.

A writing center could include a special chair and table for writing

letters, Children should help make rules that establish procedures

for its use.

Zip code maps, addresses of pen pals, and frequently used businc

addresses should also be readily available in the writing center.
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year, These events prmilde a wealth of topics to stltnulute creative writ.
Ing as well as research oriented expository writing. Discovering the
lerivationmil characteristics of such happenings can become an inte-

gral part of social studies or science units, Capital lie on children's high
Interests in the following topics,

Special days: Christmas, Easter, I la! [tavern, %tolentine's Day,
Washington's and Lincoln's bit thdays, St, Pati ick's Day, Apt il
Fool's Day, May nay,

Events: Open home, children's birthdays, new student, class :tips,
visiting speaker,

Seasons and sports: Spring, summer, winter, fall: Basket

ball, football, track, hunting. fishing.

Snyinkt, Cliches, platitudes, pose! hs, slogans, and poular com-
mercials reflect cultural attitudes, values, points of view, and beliefs.
Even though such expressions ale often wire, they do( ommunicate and
reflect the sentiments of a wide segment of society. Writing explana-
tions of such expressions encourages students to consider their mean.
ing in the social context in which they are used.
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Picture die'Honariesnruldirtionarier, Dictionaries of different levels
should be provided to match children's needs, They should range from
picture dictionaries to those comprehensive enough to satisfy gifted
children's requirements.

Thesnrtruv. This kind of reference volume is an indispensable tool
for the writer. Children will need specific instruction in the use of a
thesaurus in order to gain skill in the use of synonyms. Mitchell will

use it thesaurus if situations are planned to create a need for using one.
The mere presence of a thesaurus does not assure its use,

1101000 As ol English. Reference sources regarding capitalization.
punctuation, sentence structure, agreement of subject and verb, and
acceptable usage are necessities for the writer, If children are to become
of feetive writers, they need to make use of appropriate reference mated=
als. These handbook materials can range (tom children's language
textbooks to more sophisticated publications. Writing K(11,1(.1115 fre-
fluent! y encountered by a group of children Ca tl be alleviated in part by
placing exemplary information on poster charts.

Encyclopedias, Encyclopedias provide children with a limited
amount of information on a wide range of topics, For many children,
this resource answers most of their research needs. Older and moveable
children, however, should not be limited to this one source of data.

Art Materials
Clay, easels, painting supplies, soli p, pipe cleaners, and other mate-

rials can be useful in the writing center. These materials and related
activities should he varied periodically to insure children's continued
interest. The number of art activities to be used at any one time and the
length of time they are displayed will depend on the children's interest
and the activities involved.

Audiovisual Equipment
Audiovisual equipment adds yet another dimension to a writing

center. Record players, tape recorders, overhead projectors, filmstrip
`74 0
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projectors, and movie projectors can be used effectively to stimulate
creative writing. Records, tapes, overhead transparencies, filmstrips
and movies can be purchased commercially, brought from home, or
prepared by children and teachers to motivate creative and expository
writing.



Writing Guides for Children
The writing center concept is based on the assumption that chil-

dren learn to write by writing with a minimum amount of direct in-
struction, Children, however, do need guidance and instruction to de-
velop effective writing skills. The writing guides outlined below
should be included in writing centers to help direct and improve stu-
dents' writing abilities. Guides complement but do not replace teacher-
directed instruction. Instruction based on diagnosed writing needs of
particular children will still he needed.

Descriptive words. Good writers use descriptive words. Open-
ended lists can be posted in the writing center to which children refer
and add new words. Words can he categorized according to

Movement: Scurrying, bobbing, prancing.
Sound: Screaming, rustling, splashing.
Color: Transparent pink, burnished brown, muddy brown.
Pattern: Weather lined, spotted, splotched.
Condition: Parched, tranquil, ancient.
Smell: Musty, fishy, clean.
Feelings: Abandoned, desolate, anxious.
Texture: Velvety, prickly, knobby.
Shape: Rounded, craggy, pointed.
Words instead of said Replied, stammered, chi
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Is of the writer. Just ns artists have brushes, paints, and canvas,

so writers have their tools, Alliteration, simile, metaphor, personifica

tion, and onomatopoeia are used by writers ta create pictures, feelings,

and sounds in the consciousness of their readers. Children can be made

aware of such tools by open-ended lists in the writing center, The fol

lowing examples illustrate each tool,
Alliteration: The occurrence of two or more words having the same

initial sound, such as dirty dusty driver, curious canary, and slinky

slithering snake,

Simile: A figure of speech in which two unlike things are explicitly

compared, such as a ship us tall as the sky, clouds like fleecy sheep,

and hair like steel wool.

Metaphor: A figure of speech in which two unlike drings are im.

plicitly compared, such as ice cream castles, whipped cream walls,

and skyscraper waves.

Personification: Attributing to an (Ace , animal, or abstraction

certain human characteristics, such as the fire listened, the horses

screamed, or their love sang.

Onomatopoeia: The use of words that ou I like their referent,

such as dip-clop, hiss, ar blurp.

Poetry farms. An effective way for children to begin writing poetry

is by utilizing the specific formats of different poetic styles. This is not

a imply that one can produce quality poetry simply by following a

formula. However, such structures give children a tangible format

from which to start writing. The following poetry forms, their char-

acteristics, and an example of each may be displayed on posters in

writing centers to remind children of various poetic forms and to en-

courage their use.
Haiku
Couplet
Triplet
Limerick
Quatrain

Acrostic poems
Cinquain
Tanka



Handwriting charts Even though perfect handwriting is not usu-
ally emphasilcd, children should have a visual image of exemplary
handwriting, 'l'o show children how writing is supposed to look,
handwriting charts should he displayed in the writing center. Younger
children might need such aids more than older students,

for friendly and business letters. Writing ides showing
the format for letter writing can he displayed on posters in the writing
center, These should include the location of the various components
used in both friendly and business letters. At a glance, children will
know which letters to capitalite, where to place colons and commas,
what is found in the inside address, and so forth. Such visual aids help
with the mechanical aspects of letter writing, thus freeing the children
10 concentrate on the thoughts they want to communicate.
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In Conclusion

The teacher.made material d in this fitstlt;fck will probably

be more effective than commercially prepared items because of teacher

involvement. There is no magic found in the writing center materials

and activities; they are only tools, Activities will stimulate children's

Writing only to the extent that the teacher implementing them under-

stands the rationale for their use. A certain "magic" does emerge, how-

ever, from knowledgeable and enthusiastic teachers. Somehow chit.

rhea "catch" these teachers' zeal for learning and genuine interest in

people, Such exhilarating persons not only stimulate writing, but

more importantly, exemplify the ultimate goal of educationjoy in

learning and living


